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BlOmedical and EnVlronmental SOences

INFORMATION FORAUTHORS

Biomedical and Environmental Sciences．an intemational iournal with emphasis on scientific findings in

China．publishes articles dealing with biologic and toxic effects of environmental pollutants on man and other

forms of life．The effects may be measured with pharmacological，biochemical，pathological，and

immunological techniques，The ioumal also publishes reports dealing with the entry,transport，and fate of

natural and anthropogenic chemicals in the biosphere．and their impact on human health and well．being．

Papers describing biochemical，pharmacological，pathological，toxicological and immunological studies of

pharmaceuticals伯iotechnological products)are also welcome．

Original PaDers only will be considered．Manuscripts are accepted for review with the understanding that

the same work has not been published，that it is not under consideration for publication elsewhere．and its

submission for publication has been approved by all of the authors and by the institution where the work was

carried out：further,that any person cited as a source of personal communication has approved such citation．

、晰itten authorization may be required at the Editor’s discretion．Articles and any other material published in

Biomedical and Environmenta，Sciences represent the opinions of the authors and should not be construed to

reflect the opinions of the Editor(s)or the Publisher．

Authors submitting a manuscript do so on the understanding that if it is accepted for publication，

copyright in the article，including the right to reproduce the article in all forms and media，shall be assigned

exclusively to the Publisher．The Publisher will not refuse any reasonable request by the author for permission
to reproduce any of his or her contributions to the journal．

Submission of Manuscript．Manuscripts should be submitted to：Mr．QuN ZHANG Director of the

Editorial Office of Biomedical and Environmental Sciences，Chinese Center for Disease Control and

Prevention(China CDC)1 55 Changbai Road Changping District Beijing 1 02206 People’s Republic of China．

Telephone：86—10—58900404．Fax：86—10—58900445．E—mail：besj@263。net Website：、^n^nⅣ．besjournal．corn

All copies of halftone artwork must be glossy prints or originals；photocopies of halftones do not show

sufficient detail to be used for the review process．

Form．Articles should be concise and in English．Manuscripts should be typewritten and doublespaced

throughout(including tables，footnotes，references and figure captions)；the original typescript should be

prepared on one side of a good grade of 8．5×1 1 in．(2 1．6×27．9 cm)white paper，with 1 in．(2．5 cm)margins
on all sides．Mimeographed or duplicated manuscripts will be accepted only if they are indistinguishable from

good typed copies．All pages should be numbered consecutively,including references，tables，．and figure

legends．

Page l should contain the article title，author(s)，affiliation(s)，a short form of the title(1ess than 55

characters including letters and spaces)，and the name and complete mailing address of the author to whom

correspondence should be sent．

Page 2 should contain a structured abstract(about 200 words)which include four pans entitled：

0bjective，Methods，Results and Conclusion．The structured abstract should describe concisely the substantive

content and the conclusions reached．Since the abs订act will also be used by abstracting services，it must be

self-contained，having no references to formulas，equations，or bibliographic citations that appear in the body

of the manuscript．
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Standards．Use generic names of chemicals whenever possible．Proprietary names and仃ademarks

should appear onlV to identify the source of the chemical and subsequently only the generic name should be

used．A11 abbreviations and chemical names should follow the style of ChemicalAbstracts．

A11 abbreviations。other than those for standard units，should be defmed in the text or in a footllote．

Abbreviations should be unpunctuated．
A useful writing guide is the CBE Style Manual 5th ed．published by the Council of Biology Editors．60

Revere Drive，Suite 500 Northbrook，IL 60062，U．S．A．

Footnotes．Use footnotes only when absolutely necessary,in which case the footnotes should be typed

consecutively,double-spaced，on a sep可ate sheet of paper in order of their appearance，beginning with the

article title．and identified by superscript‘Arabic numberI'‘。etc．，in the list and in the text．

Tables and Figures．Tables and figures should be completely understandable even without reading the

text．Photographs are desirable wherever necessary to substantiate and illuminate the text．

Tables．Number tables consecutively with Arabic numerals in order of their appearance in the text．Type

each table，double．spaced throughout。on a separate sheet；avoid verticallines．Supply a short descriptive title

(typed above the table)．Type table footnotes，lettereda⋯，etc．，directly below the appropriate table，not on a

separate sheet．

Figures．Figures should be numbered with Arabic numerals in the order in which they are mentioned in

the text．The author’s name and the number of each figure should be wriRen on the back of each figure in soft

pencil．Ⅵmerever it may be ambiguous．the‘"top”should also be indicated(on the back of the figure)．Type
legends(double—spaced)together on a separate sheet．

It is essential that a11 illustrations be drawn with a lettering set or by an equivalent method in fmished

form ready for photoreproduction．Leaering on original drawings should be large enough to be legible after a

reduction of 50 to 60 percent．Graphs should be plotted with black India ink on light blue coordinate PaDer,no

larger than 8．5×11 in。with coordinates properly labeled；or they may be submitted as glossy prints．Grid

lines that are to show in the final figure should be inked in black．Photographs and photomicrographs may be

submitted as glossy prints(5×7 or 8×1 0 in．)and should not be marred by staples，paperclil6s，or pencil

marks．Original drawings no larger than 8．5×11 in．are preferred．

Color illustrations will be acceptable only ifthe author is prepared to cover the cost ofreproduction．

References．The references should be numbered in order of citation in the text．the number being placed

in square brackets．A11 references should be listed in numerical order at the end of the text．Abbreviations of

iourrlal names should foUow the style of Chemical abstracts Service Source Index，1 985．Examples of the

proper format are：

1．Kolbye A C．JR,Carr C J(1984)．The evaluation of the carcinogenicity of environmental substances．ReguL

Toxiclo．Pharmacol 4，350．354．

2．Schulte．Frohlinde D(1983)．Kinetics and mechanism of polynucleotide and DNA strand break formation．

In Radioprotectors and Anticarcinogens(O．E Nygaard and M．G Simic，Eds．)，pp．53—7 1．Academic

Press．New Ybrk．

3．Shepard T H(1980)．Catalog of Teratogenic Agents，3rd ed．Johns Hopkins Univ．Press，Baltimore／

London．

Proofs．Proofs will be sent tb the corresponding author,with a reprint price list and order form．Authors
will be charged for excessive alterations．

Reprints．Fi衄reprints of each article will be supplied free to the corresponding author．Additional

reprints may be ordered using the form accompanying the proofs．
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